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ABSTMCT
Currently in personality research there seems to be increasing interest in
the rdalm of situational analysis. l{uch of this research studied the"physical
and social characteristics of the situation and not the psychological signi
ficance or perceptions that an individual might have of that situation. If
the psychological meaning or perception of a situation could be understood
by the researcher, then the ability to predict behavior might be enhanced.
l,lagnusson and Ekeharnmar (1975) declared that the knowledge of the situation's
significance to an individual is a "necessary condition" for predicting and
understanding behavior. The study probed athletes' perceptions of and reactions
to hosti'lE-e'liciting sport situations in an attempt to gain insight into
how athletes display certain behaviors in specific situations. Subiects
(N = 50) were members of either the Ithaca College footba'l'l or lacrosse
teams during the spring semester of 1978. Each athlete was administered tvro
.paper-and-pencil inventories: similarity of sport situations and inventory
of attitudes torvards sport situations. The sport situations ttere derived
.from an earliepstudy (Burton,1977) for which 15 hostility situations utere
utilized. Principa] components analysiS i,ras performed on these 15 situations
'resulting in the eight situations utilized in this study. These eight s'itu-
ations were then grouped according to a priori c'lassification of two factors:
Directed and Nondirected Hostility. Athletes' perceptions of the sport
situations were obt,ained by asking the athletes to rate the degree of simi-
larity of each pair of situations. Mean similarity estimates'among situitions
across subjects were computed and treated with principal components analysis.
Reactions were obtained from the identica] eight hostility-eliciting situ-
atjons utilized in.the similarity inventory. The "Attitudes towards sport
´r_主L
situations"'consisted of.the presentation of each situation accompanied by
11 reaction'scales, e.g., "want to hit something or someone" and "feel ir-
ritated." Athletes were instructed to indicate the degree to which they
wbuld'show each of the hostile reactions to each situation. Data were col-
lapsed across reaction-scales for each situation for the purpose of creating
a corre'lation matrix ainong the situations. The same principal components
analysis utilized with the perception data was used. The results of both
analyses yielded two factors which accounted for 69% of the total variance
in the reaction data and 65% in the perception data. Several situations
violated their expected a priori Ioadings. The major emphasis of this study
was that behavioral reactions have degrees of congruence with situational
perceptions. To test this thesis, the reaction factor matrix was ortho-
gonally rotated to congruence with the perception factor matrix using Case II
of C'liff's (1966) factor matching procedure. The overall goodness of fit
was .46 with -1.0 being the worst and 1.0 as the best fit. The factor match
revealed a coefficient of .45 on Factor 1 (Directed Hostility) and .22 on
Factor 2 (Nondirected Hostility). A final analysis that was performed lvas a
product-moment correlation procedure utilizing the similarity matrix versus
the corre'lation matrix. This procedure was performed to ascertain the degree
of congruence of single situations. For perceptions of and reactions to a'|1
situations, the correlation coefficiehts vrere moderate to low. The analyses
supported"the following findings: (a) hostil6 sport situations perceived as
simi'lar are not responded to in ?.similar way, (b) hostility reactions of
some situation"s=are mo-ne congruenf with perieptions than others, and (c)
there are "sport constraints" or "coach constraints" that will influence
perceptions and reactions
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chapter l
I,lTRODUC丁10Nt
In recent years nurnerous studies and articles have been written re-
garding. the pha3e of persona'lity"entitled interactionism. The premise of
this pbsition involVes situation and person variab'les as codeterminants
of behavior without specifying either as primary or subsidiary. Present
research has been conducted investigating the systematic analysis of situ-
ations.in the person x situation mode'l of interactionism. Much of this
research studied the physical and socia'l characteristics of the situation
and not the psycho'logical significance or perceptions that an individual
might have of that situation. If the psychological meaning or perception
of a situatioh could be understood by the researcher, then the ability to
predict behavior might be enhanced. Magnusson and Ekeharnmar (1975) de:
clared that the knowledge of the situation's significance to an individual
'is a "necessary condition" for predicting and understanding behavior.
To better understand "the interactionist position and to 'be able to
iirterpret the person x situation model, psychologists have been searching
for a more appropriate means of situhtional analysis. In past situationa'l
research on'ly two researchers (l4agnusson, 1971, 1974; lulagnusson & Ekehanrnar,
L973,1975) have ca]led for a n€ed for ailalyses that can systematically
.illustrate how persons judge and cognitively experrience'situations. One
empirical method that is used to study a situation's significance is to
investigate an individual's behavioral patterns across varying situati'ons
(l4agnusson, 1971). This method involves the study of an individual's
responses to a set of situations and the individual's perception of the
same situations. By studying the indii,idual's iesponses on both of these
2models, it is possible to structure a relationship as to what meaning"or
significance the individual gives to the situation. If this meaning can be
interpreted by the researcher, then this "necessary condition" for predicting
and understanding behavior might be determined.
In sport nrany situations arise that require a perceptual process to take
place in order for the athlete to behave appropriately. If coaches or
psychologists were knowledgeable in the area of perception of situations and
understood why or how a certain athlete might perceive specific situations,
then one's understanding of behavior might be incre'ased.
It seems vdluable to extend Magnusson's and Ekehanrnar's psychologica]
research in the area of perceptions of and reactions to general life situ-
ations to athletic situations in sport. As mentioned in the previous para-
graph, if the coach or team psychologist had an understanding of the players''
interpretations of specific athletic situations, then the coach would better
understand the cognitive thoughts of the team. From tliis understanding
possib'ly the coach would know why and how to utilize certain athletes in
specific situations.
One such understanding that would Lnhance a coach's abi'lity to direct
I
the team would be the understanding of'h potentially hostile evoking situ-
ation. Every athlete views a hostile evoking situation differently. Some
individuals may"perceive i situation as being overtly aggressive or violent.
0ther ath1etes may'perceive the same situation as being "part of the game."
If a coach could possibly know how each individual participant on the team
perceived certain hosti'le situations, then the ability to substitute or
play those individualS who would u'ltimately perform in those situations
would be enhanced.
This investigation invo'lves the utilization of eight hostile situations"
in ath'letics. Attrletes from two sports indicated their reactions to these
situations and then their perceptions of how similar the same situations
were to ohe another. Data from the similarity or situationa'l meaning model
are considered in the perception treatment. l,lagnusson and Ekehanrmar (1975)
stated"that the reactions made by an ihdividual in a specific situation are
dependent upon the perception of that sam'e situation. Therefore, what an
individual perceivbs about a situation should predict the behavior exhibited
in that situation. In the present study an attempt was made to search for a
systematic relation'ship"between ath'letes' perceptions of a set of" hosti le
situations and dneir respective reactions to these situations.
Scope of Problem.
The eight hosti'le situations used in this investigation were chosen
from'Burton's (L97:l ) research. Burton's fina1 15 hostile situations-were
subjected to a principal cornponents analysis yielding trvo factors (see
Appendix A). Those situations illustrating the highest factor loadings on
each factor were chosen. 0f the final eight situations the four situations
appearing in Factor 1 were designated as Directed Hostility. The remaining
four situations in Factor 2'were.named Nondirected Hostility. The eight
situations were placed randomly in each inventory according to a table of
random numbers. The situations were then incorporated"into a S-R (situati'on-
response) inventory" of attitudes towards sports situations- accompanied by
11 response modes. Each of the 11 response modes urere rafings that provided
the subject a S-step scale as to how much hostility a particular situation
eVoked. The scale consisted of ratings from 'none" to "very muc6" coFF€S:
pohding wilh the numbers frm 1 to 5. The situatioirS related specifica'lly
to situations encountered in both footbal'l and lacrosse.
The formation of the perceptual model involved the construction of a
similarity of sport situations inventbry. This inventory utilized the same
situations thht were piesent in the S-R inventory. However, while exper-
iencing this inventory the subiects were instructed to rate the degree of
perceived similarity for each pair of situations using a 5-point sca'le,
ranging from "A. . . not at all similar" to "E identical." All
situations were paired with one another. The entire testing instrument was
administered to male intercollegiate varsity and iunior varsity football
and lacrosse athletes (N = 50) attending Ithaca College during the spring
semester of 1978.
Both inventory ratings were collected within a Z-hour time frame.
Either the similarity inventory or the attitudes inventory was presented
first. Upon completion bf the initial inventory each subiect was given a
30-minute resi, period. During this time each subiect was free to leave the
testing area., A1:l subjects were tested.in a classroom while seated at
desks with the examiner-present at a'll times.
The reaction data were subjected to a,Pearson product-mornent analysis
* in order to compute correlation' coetficients t6r the situations across
supjects. Tte intercorrelation matrix was then treated with principal
cornporents analysis. Factors'with eigenvalues greater than unity were
orthogonally rotated to simple structure according to the varimax procedure.
The analysis utilized for the percdption data involved the computation
of mean similarity estimates among situations across subiects. This process
was a'multidimensional scaling methodology proposed by l4agnusson (1971).
After transformation the simi'larity estimates ranged from 0 to l and were
5     ・
regarded as correlation coefficients.  Perdeption data were then treated´.
.    with、principal eompOnents analysis.
Two final statistical analyses which were employed were Cliffis (1966)
1    least―squarёs sQlution f:r rotating a factor matrix orthogOnally tO a
l    specified target matrix, and single｀si uation perception¨reacti on｀congruence
ト
l    analySiSo  Each analysis prOvided an e」timate of the degreO of・similarity
of perceptions of and reactions to the spOrt sltuations.
ヽ Statement of Problein
The.perceptions and reactions of football and lacrosse athldtes to
hcistility-eliciting situations were investigated. The data gathered were
used to formu'late answers to the following important questions:
t 1. Will there be a relationship between situation perception"dati
and situation..reactibn data?
i
{
' 2. t'lill there be a relationship between.single situations of situation
l    perCeptiOn data and iゞtuation reaction data?
Hypotheses
1. There"will be a positive relationship between situation perception
data and situation reaction data gathbred from footba'll and lacrosse
athletes.
2. There will be a positive relationship between single situations of
s-ituati'on perceptibn data and situation teaction data
; flssumptions of Stury
This investidation was based on th"e following assi.lmptions: i
1. The situations utilized related specifically to situations en-
countered in'fbotbhll and lacrosse !
2.'The stiBj'ects were represenfative of thd popu'lation of footba'll
|ヽ
?
???
?
??
???
?
and lacrosse players at Ithaca College.
3. A]l subiects were considered to be athletes.
4. The athletes'related to the invest'igator an accurate estimate of the
emotions eliciteci in them by the presented situations through past exper-
iences or player experiences
5. The athletes' responses were in no way directed by social desjr-
abi I i ty.
Definltion of Terms
In order to clarify the understanding of this investigation the fo]lowing
definitions have been formulated:
\
1 . Percepti on : the psychol ogi cal sr- 9ni f i cance of some observed
behavior to an observer.
Z. Reaction: a physiological or psychological response to an observed
behav'ior.
3. Athlete: an individual who has actively participated in a sport
for 5 years or more.
4. Hostile behavior: a behavior invo'lving phySical or psychological
abuse of another individual
5'. Directed Hostility: hostility directdd Dersonally or physica]ly at
another.
6. Nondirectqd Hostility: hostility directed not personall-v or physi-
cally at one individual but at an entire group or situation'
l. S-R inventory: a situation-response inventory that involves the
samplings of reactions to'situations on a 5-point scale ranging from
"not at al'l " (1) to "ver-v much" (5 ) .
8. Inventory of attitudes towards sport situations: a questicinnaire
asking a subject to declare a reaction response to each of 11 response modes i
accbmpanying each of eight situations (same ai the S-R inventory).
9. Simi-larity of sport situations: an invent,ory asking a subiect to'
declare a degree of similarity for each pair of 28 paired situatibns. The
degree of similarity is measured on a S-step scale from "not at al'l simi'lar"
(A) to "identical" (E).
10. Varsity football and lacrosse players: individuals who participated
on the varsity football team and varsity lacrosse team at Ithaca Co'llege.
11. Junior varsity football and lacrosse players: individuals who
participated on the jun'ior varsity football and lacrosse teams at IthaCa
Col lege
The study had the following delimitations:
1. The subjects had at-least 5 years of playing experience in football
or lacrosse.
Z. The study involved male college age varsity and iunior varsity
athletes involved in eitherfootball 'or lacnosse
3. It vras realized that some players had more experience than others
due to athletic abilitY.
. One method of data co]lection was used, viz., self-report measures.
Limitations of Stury
The limitatibns of the study were as followsi
1.Duetospecificindiviiua'ldifferences,theresuItsofthestudy
iriay not be'applied to other footba'll and lacrosse teams-
Z. 0ther schles or inventories examining perceptioni of and reactions
8tO hostile situations may have resulted in different findinqs.
Chapter 2
REVIEIil OF RELATED LITERATURE
For the design of this investigation, the review of related literature
had its emphasis in the fol'lovling four areas: (a) reviel of interactionism,
(b) theories of perception, (c) person-situation analysis, and (d) sunrnary.
'The theories-of perception section uras subdivided into a section involving
the discussions of perception in negards to an orgariizational or categori-
zational process. The final subdivision involved experience and learning
re'lated to percepti on.
Review of Interactionism
The theo'ry of personality that uti'lizes the person-situation analysis
'is the interactionist position. The interactional paradigm involves situ-
ation aniJ person variables as codettrrminants of behavior without sp-ecifying
either: as primary or subsidiary. This position accounts for human behavior
in terms of"both thE person and-the situation in which the behavior is
exhibited. Ekehanrnar Oglq) supports this theory by stating:
Interactionisin can be regarded as the synthesis of personologism and
situationism, vrhich implies that neitlier the peison per se, nor the
situation per.se is emphasized, but the interiction of these two
factors is regarded as the main source of behavioral variation-. (p. 1026)
"Miny researchers such as Bovrers (tgZg),- Ekehanrnar (1974), End'ler (1973),
Endler and l4agnusson (tg.ZOa), Fisher tiitl), and Sells (1963) support
Ekehanrnar's statement of interactionism and strongly agree that the person
x situation .lnteraction- is a primary factdr in determining behavior.
The piecise cbnception of the.. peison x"Situation model t'ras .suminarized
by Endler and l'lagnusson (1976b), aqd lnvolved four points of behavior:
10
1. Actua'l behavior is determined by a continuous process of
interactions between the individual and the situation encountered.
2. The individua'l is an intentional active agent of the inter-
action process.
3. 0n the person side of the interhction, cognitive and motiva-
tiona'l factors are essential determinants of the behavior.
4. 0n the situation side, the psychological meaning of the
situation for the individual is the important determining factor. (p. 968)
The final two points made by Endler and llagnusson regarding interactionism
have a direct re'lationship to person-situation analysis. 0n the person
side, the cognitive functions of the individua'l's brain are most important
in determining the person's behavior. 0n the situation side of the analysis'
the psychological meaning (perception) of the situation also is a strong
determi n ing factor i n the behavi or exhi bi ted by an i ndi vi dua'l . Thdrefore ,
the cognitions that an individual experiences regarding a situation in which
he or she is involved shapes the behavior to be disp]ayed.
Regarding the topic of behaviora'l consistency, it has been stated that
neither traditional methods of data collection, which fail to take into
dctount situational variation but ask for generalized reactions across
situations,-nor the modbls and methods of data treatment that are charac-
teristic of the trait measuremenf model, are appropriate in al'l situations
(Endler & tlagnusson, 1976). It is suggested (Burton, L977 ) tnat the need
to look for stability across situations is unnecessary and that methods
to seek out specific ways in which individua'ls adiust their behavior to
meet,situational demands is desired. Fisher (L977) suggested a method for
looking for ways in which individuals adiust their behavior by studying the
，??
individualls reaction to clasSes of sit口ations that have personal meさni ttg=
to the individual.  Fisher substantiated further this viewpOint by statiig,
“The rb●50n fOr this strategy being lmpOrtant ls that one of the basiご
assumptions of interactionism is that indiVidual behavicir is more similar
across situaitions that are perceived and interpreted as similar“by the
individual"(pe 2).                     ‐
Relating the interactionist person x situation paradigm to Sport
personality seems to be an acceptable approach to be utilized in sport
psychology research.  ‖artens (1975)suppOrted this viewpoint by stating
that :lit should be obvious by now:  The interactlonal paradigm is the
direction that sport personality research, indeed all‐personality research9 .
should take"(p.430).
Theorles of Perception
Percepti on, 1lke many other areas of psychology, has many definitions
and Subareas to be understood.  Allport (1955)exPlained perceptibn as an
awareness, a mごaning, or recognition of objects or conditions aroしnd us.
He also adaed that perception was dependent upon an impression drawn from
the stimulus by the perCeiver.  cappon (1971)defined perception as, ::a
process, a set of intervening variables betweeln observable stimuli, sen‐
sさtion,attd patterns of behavlors"(p。11)・.An i口p●rtant statement.later
made by CappOn declared percёption as one of the key mental processes
determ・ininO bohaViOr.  oowerS (1973)suppOrted Cappon's statement about
perception as the key process determlnlng behavlor by adding that the・.
psychological implications of the interaction of the person and the Situ―
atibn imply thatズthe major determinant of behavior is the individttalis
perception (constructi on)of the situation and not the environment per se。
L2
t,lischel (tgOg) presented an interesting explanation of perception by
discussing sense experiences and conceptual thinking which'apply to situ-
ational perception, and .influence memory, imagination, and emotion. Adherin-q
to his definitions, llischel stated that the perceptual process includes
steps of initia'l preliminar:y appraisal of the obiect or situation, recall ,
imagination of action, and possib'le consequ€nces and appraisal for action.
Mischel suggests that the individualiexperiences these-steps each time a
person perceives and then reacts. In a later discussion t'lischel (f973)
related perception to a social learning process which encompasses all of
his previous remarks from 1969. I'lischel stated that "through direct and
observationa'l 'learning through the course of cognitive ddvelopment, the
per:ceiver acquires the potential to generate vast repertoires of organized
behavior,,' (p. 265). TherOfore, through learning and experiencing situations'
the individual learns how to interpret and conceptualize situations and
then select a behavior appropriate for that situation. Forgus (1976)
regarded perception in the same vein as I'lischel declaring perception to
be a,superset of learning, memorY, a-nd thinking. He refers to perception
as the process by which an organism receives or extracts certain infor-
mdtion from the dnvironment. This information has cue values triggering
sbhe'fina of reactive or adaptive action from the individua'|. End'ler and
Iulagnusson (1976b) also referred to. situational information as eliciting
cue values by diScussing the individual's behavior in regards to how the ''
behavior is influenced by significant features of the situation (cues).
Endler and l,lagnusson discuss the fact that these significant features
(cues) of a situation provide a frame of reference for the individual to
choose from and interpret, thus evoking.a.behavior for that interpretation.
・     Berkowitz (1977)does nOt directly discuss perception but he does mention
the importance of cues and the meanings placed upon them by the indiVidごal
ln determlnlng a behav]or.
Perception is obviously associ、ated with so口e type of mental process
that takes place in the brain.  The word perception is related to ant
aiareness, a meaning, or recounition of objects or conditions aroundrus;
a process or set of intervening variables between observable stimuli,
sensation, and patterns of behavlor3 a sense experience involving concep‐
tual thinking; and a・superset of learning, memory, and thinkingo  How
do these theories and definitions apply to the athlete in a sport situation?
Certainly in an athletiC COntest athletes must be aware of the objects
and conditions surrounding themrand be able to recOgnize their charac―
~ teい
iStiCSo  Through learning and experience athletes formulated specific
meanings´f´or these objects and conditions and therefore apply a conceptual
thought pFocess to create a physical or emotional response.  If athletes
'    can learn from their perceptions and store this learningJin memory,
then in situations that occur folloL・ring the learnёd situations, thさy may
.     havё  baseline of experience or memory from which to draw a behavior.
Experience and Learning in Relation to Pereeptibn
Eanlier in thiS chapter, it was mentioned that perception inter―
prets infonnatibnal cue values that trigger a reactive br adaptive aCtion by
the individual (Forgus, 1976)。  What dO these cues contain to ごliCit a responsざ
to a certain‐condi ti on?  PoSSi bly, tドesё cues contain aspects Of the individual:s
experielites and memOry.  Koffka (1935)stated thot perception depends upon
experiences,that areヽproduced.  EsSeバ
ー
tially, たoffka was inferring that
13
14
experiences create a perceptual field within an individua'|. Mischel (1969)
also discusses perception in relation to past experiences, but adds that
these experiences locate traces in the brain that are aroused and thus
create a response. He exp'lained this position as fol'lows:
Influences of past expdriences upon perception, while experiencing
incoming sense data, locate corresponding traces of past experiences
in like situat'ions, arouse them, and interact with them to produce the
percept conceived as a joint product of the present stirnulus and
arousal trace. (p. 321)
Therefore, according to t'lischel , the endproduct of perception'has tro com-
ponents--the stimulus situation and the arousal trace. Schachter and
Singer (L962) somewhat paral le'lled l4ischel's discuss'ion by dec'laring that
two variab'les, cognitive expectancy and physiologica'l arousal , interact
to produce a particular emotional effect or perceptual response. -In
Schachter's and Singer's discussion, the cognitive expectancy could have
been created by the stimulus situation and the physiological arousal may
be generated by the individua'l's past experience trace in the brain.
Vernon (tgOZ) also discussed perception in terms of experience by
stating that wlrat people perceive in any given situation may vary according
to their previous experiences. Vernon implies in his statement that the
individual may only perceive those stimuli that have been experienced
previously in a situation. If this assumption is accurate, then much of
what an individual observes, unless previously experienced, will not have
any meaning and wi'll not affect behavior. Povrers (1973) mentioned that
perception contains a reference condition (past experience) and a goal
condition (the response to a stimulus). The reference condition is a
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perception of―tho 9oal condition of a Situation。. The indiv dual behavos
exactly as if to compale the perceived state of affairs with a reference
perception of・how that perception should looko  Powers added that these
conditions are two perceptions in the individualls brain but only ono
component corresponds to the present time environment.  In easier terms
to undeirstand, Powers was、claiming that the individual is placed in a
situatiOn, perceives whpt is happening by referring back to past experiences
(reference condition), and then by again searching reference copditions
the person creates a｀ esponse triat is best fitting to the sltuation。
Hunt (1965)also diSCussed p‐erceptiOn or thougilt prOceSseb as showing
that “ёxperience, defined as the organism:s encounters with the envir‐    .  ・
onment, is continually building into the developing organism a hierarchy
of operations for processing information and for coping with new circum―
stances encOunteredi:(p。 699).  Hunt, as did Powёrs, was also referring to
perception as a prOcess of utilizing a reference｀condition in th  brain
that had been created through experlonce.
卜iagnusson and Endler (1977)al,o diSCussed the perceptual process as a
resurrection of stored information galned through experlence but added furthёr
the concept of mediating variables.  A basic element of the person‐situation
proCess of interaction is the mediating、process.  This mediating prOcess
is made up of cues which are selected from a situation, interpreted, 'and
treatbd in a frame of reference proνided by th individual:s StOred
information (past experience and knOWledge).
The・entire mediating process iS COnlposed of three kinds of Variables.  The
first variable discussed by Magnusson and Endler is termed structural mediating
variable.  丁hese variables such、as physical ability, cOmpetence, and intelligence
ha燎ミ an impact・on how infOrmation is transformed into behavior (Magnusson &
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Endler, 1977). Secondly, the mediating process includes content variables.
In every situation two different kinds of'content variables are available,
situational information and stored information (knowledqe and past exp"eriences).
Stored information affects the selection of situational information by in'
f'luencing the choice of situations the individua'l would like to appear in, and
also by affecting the selection process of cues from a specific situation.
Stored information (knowledge and past experiences) is a'lso influenced in
the i-nterpretation of situational information that is se'lected. Therefore,
stored information acts as a framework of reference for the individual's
interpretation of situational information, and situational informati0n is
then given meaning when combined vlith stored infornation. In essence'
Magnusson is proposing that knowledge and past experiences which an individual
has obtained directly inf'luence vrhat cues will be interpreted in a certain
si tuati on .
The third variable discussed by l4agnusson was motivational mediators.
These variables inc]ude needs, motives, and traits of an individual indi-
cating the interaction of content variables and structural variables to
satisfy motivational variables.
An interesting discussion by Bandura, Grusec, and I'lenlove (tg6O) also men-
tioned mediators and their role in perceptual processes. These mediators refer
to how the brain codes the informatibn received from the model or stititulus.
Perceptual mediation refers to the imagined representation system. Perceptual
mediators are similar to video recorders only a video recorder is not a brain.
However, both serve the same function. An example as to how these mediators
function is to take a modelling stimulus. It is coded into images or
words for memory representation, then.this coded stimulus functions as a
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mediator for subsequ6nt response retrieva'l and reproduction. 'Again the
concept of experienc€ situations is expressed. Do Bandura et a'l . (igOO') imp'ly
that people actually create past experienced pictures in their brains-each
time they are placed in a situation? If in fact this does happen, then athletes,
when confronted viiith a situation during competition, actually see ttie
situation in their brain and how they behaved previous'ly, therefore hffectind
their behavior at the present time.
.. 
Crow and Hanunond (1957) disc'ussed the perception of situatibns or obiects
by lhe amount of k-nowledge the individual "brings to the situation." Ttrey
stated that "as knor,r]edge has accumulated about the iudgments that subiects
make of others on,the basis of brief observatibn, it has becom-e apparent
that what the subject 'brings to the situation' determines to a marked
ddgree his response to the task" (p.385). In essence, Crow and Hanrnond
were saying that an individual may preDlan behavior based on experience
and previous judgments, and then utilize these plans in behavior in a
situation.
0rganization and Categorization
In recent years psychologists have taken perception and referred to
it as an organizational or categorizationa'l process of information in the
brain. Hastorf, Schneider, and Polefka (tgZO) referred to perception as
a process.of information extraction from the wor.ld and then forcing this
information into a let of categories. If this process is specifically
related to one situation, then the individual extracts stimuli from the
situation, takes the stimu'li and puts them into a'category, or categorizes
them in the brain to be-furthdr analyzed.. Hastorf et al. extended this
concept by declaring that perceptions are both structura'l and organized.
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Structural perceptions are the outcomes of the individual engaginE in active
processing of information. This processing procedure includes the trans-
lation of physical irnpingements to nerve lmpulses. The next step is to
actively select and categorize the inputs. This last step is the organiza-
tional procedure which is later expressed in behavior. Hastorf et al.
surrnarized their thoughts on perception by referring to the perceiver as
an individual who combines various types of stimu'li information to produce
an impression. The emphasis i.s placed by the perceiver on the stimuli and
their organization. According to Hastorf et al., perception is purely an
extraction of stimulus information followed by an organization of these
stimuli in the brain.
Cappon. (1971) referred'to a differentiation of messages in the brain
taken from the environment. Cappon supported the discussion of Hastorf et al.
by dealing with the perception as an orientation of stimuli. The function
of perception is to decode Bessages originating both in the environment and
within the person. Accordinq.to Cappbn, perception is an orientation
process closely relate'd to the organization theory of Hastorf et al. in that
both discussions dea'l ivith the extraction of information and the organ-
ization (orientation) of this information in the'brain.
Mischel (1973) refers to perception as an informational process that
involves the ericoding and grouping of information frqn stimulus inputs.
I,lischel supports the concept of coding stimulus inputs and then retrieving
the coded information for behavioral reproduction.
Cappon (tgZt), Hastorf et al. (1970), and Mischel (tgZg) al'l have
different expressions of how they underStand perception, but the general
premise that perception involves orqanization, catergorization, and encoding
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in the brain seems to be a common vieW of all authors.
Person―situation Analysis
As early as 1935 Lewin advocated the study of situations along the      ~
psych010gical characteristics rather than‐the physical qualities that the   .
situations pose for an individu51.  Was Lewin implying that the psychol‐ i`
ogical characteristics of aヽs tuation areぇmore important than physical      ｀
qualities in determining behavior?  Murray (1938)stated:              ,
Since the conception of the perceptual world as a sign of sensory
elements must be given up, perception presents us rather with actual
things and events which have definite meaning.  The stimulus (situatiOn)
to perception must be assessed not according tO its physical intensity
but according to its psychological reality。  (p。 47)
In recent years researchers have begun to stress the need fOr Stydies
involving the systematic analysis of situations and the meanings thesё
situations have‐to individuals.  Magnusson (11971)clearly indicated support
for this type of research by discussing psychological research in terms of
being exclusively studied in one area of the interaction system.  This re―
search area involved the study of the individtial with the analysis of       
・
situations being almost nonexistent in the literature.  Sells (1963)spOke
to the issue of the lack of situational dimenslon research by stating,
':Whilelwork proとebds actively to extend the exploration of individual
di fferences, however, the equally important frontier Of situatiOnal dinensions
it virtually ignoFedm(10700).Many othёr researchers(Endler「&1口achussOn,
1976a; Fisherb 1977ち 
“
agnuSSOnJ 19743 用agnuS10n´&・Ekehammar, 19753 Schalling,
1971)have Supported the premise that there is a need fOr methods to Study
the dimenSions of situations and how these situatiOnS are related to by
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individuals.
Situations are stimu'lants of the perceptual process. In order to under-
stand the perceptual process of individuals, the situation must be first
investigated. During the early years of personality research, Kantor (lg?4),
Koffka (tgSS), and lrlurray (1938) described a situation as consisting of two
components. The first rvas by describing the physica] environment, referring
to.-the "obiective" wor'ld outside the organism which can be identified in
terms of physical and social variables. The second way involves the psy-
chological environment which refers to the "subjectiveI world, which means
the indivldua'l's perceptions and construction of the physi:cal environment
described in terms of psychological variables. Murray (1938) viewed the
stimulus situation as a "press" which i9 regarded as a tendency or potency
in the environment to elicit certain behaviors. The endurance of a parti-
cular type of press in conjunction with a.certain need determines the length
of a single behavior. Murray elhborated further on the press theory by
declaring that there are two types of presses, a type I, alpha press, and
a type II, beta press. Both alpha and beta presses are apparent in behavior.
However, the beta press is an individual's own interpretation of phenqnena"
that are perceived. t'lurray continued the <liscussion on this theory by stating
that the beta press is the main determinant of behavior. If an individual
believes that a situation signifies a specific thing, then it will be this
cbnception that operates the behavior. I'lurray was speaking direct'ly to the
concept of the psychological meaning (significance) an individua'l gives to
a situation. Ekeharmnar (1,974) recognized the importance of psychological
meanings as did Murray. However, he discussed.the perception of a situation as
a construction process. l4agnusson and Ekehanunar (1975) also supported this
?
?
?
by emphasizing that it is the meaning or significance thit the individual
gives to the situation that is of importance for exhibiting the appropriate
behavior. Therefore, the individual's reaction or behavior in a situation
is a direct.result of the person's perception of that situatioh. Fisher
(tgll) briefly mentiohed support for the concept of perception being an
important determinant of behavior by discussing a person's behavioral acts
as 6eing. outgrowths of an individual''s perception of a situation.
In the litbrature therre seems to be an inteiest towards the analysis
of situations using perception as a tool. Magnusson (1971) conducteil studies
involving an individual's perception of situations. Magnusson c-onstructed
these studies upon the premise of cognitive simi'larity and t(l use situations
as a whole as stimu:l:i'whbn studying the dimensionality of an individua'l 's
.judgnients of situations. Referring back to cognitive similarity, the,more
psychologically similar situations are to one another, the nearer they are
assumed to be to each other in the cognitive organization of'an individual.
If this cognitive organiza'tion can in some way be underitood by a researcher,
then possible behavior could be predicted.
Magnusson formu'lated 36 academic situations that represented a definite
domain of academics. 0nly three subjects were utilized in the investigation.
These subjects rated the perceived similarity between-situations involving
positive and rewarding characters of academics,",negative aspects of aca-
demics", passiveness, and so"Cial inter'action. Magnusson (1971) found that:
(a) The "judgments of perce.ived similarity between situations have
a considera6,le degree of consisteniy over time'
(b) The dimensionality of these iudgments shol great agreement
among individuals in a homogeneous group'
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(c) Dimensional analysis both of average and individual simi-
larity judgment matrices provides a c'lear and psychologically inter-
pretable structure. (p. 864)
Most importantly l4agnusson's conclusions suggested that the methodology
utilized can be used to study the structure of individual and group perception
of situations -and to express this structure in psychologically pertinent
dimdnsions. Finally, Magnusson stated that by the use of the study's methods
it should be possible to relate changes in individual behavior from-situation
to situation to information regarding how a person perceives these situ-
ations. I'lagnusson is suggesting that the mentioned techniques might enable
the researcher to predict behavior.
Fo'llowing I'lagnusson's 1971 research, a 1973 fol'lowup investigation was
done with Ekehammar to confirm the main results obtained in the earlier
study. In this study 12 subiects were asked to iudge the perceived
similarity between the same 36 academic situations. The resiilts obtained
supported the use of the similarity"estimation method to obtain quantitative
measures of perception of situations for sing'le subiects and groups. In
1974 l'lagnusson conducied another investigation that substantiated the
findings from the ear'lier studies
Final'ly, in 1975 l,lagnusson and Ekehanrnar investigated two approaches
to the study of the psychologica'l significance of situations, One approach
used data obtained from individual's perceptions of situations. The re-
maining method used data taken from the individual's reactions to the same"
situations. The method used involved 12 situations which were se]ected so
as to encompass four types of stressful situations. The four types of
stressful situations included threat of punishment, threat of pain,
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innominate thrEat, and ego threat. The same sitUations were util'ized in'-the
reaction approach and the perception approach. The reaction model asked
I40 subjects to]respond to a S-R inventory comprised of 12 situations and
10 reaction ,.lr.r. Each situation had 10 response modes. Al't situations
lvere verbally explained to the subjects. The response sca'le consist"ed of
a S-point scale ranging from "not at al'|" to "very much."
The perception approach uti'lized the same 12 stressful situations.
However, in this model the situations were randonly paired together and the
40 subjects were asked to rate the degree of perceived'similarity for each
pair. The rating scale consisted of a numerical S-point scale fanging from
"not at all" to'completely similar."
The expectations of the investigation by Magnusson
that ttie situations should be distributed on factors in
?
??
?? ?
? ?
? ? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
? Ekdhammar were
same way for
situation reaction data as for situation perception data. For the initial
three factors congruence was good. However, the final fdctor, €go threat,
did rrot yield the same results. The situations for this factor were dis-
tributed on different factors. The situations involved the dernand of
achievement from the individual of which sport was an examp'le. The results
indicated a clear situation factor for perception data. A factor for
reaction'data,was not bbtained.- Possib'ly, I4agnusson and Ek'ehammar explained,
individuals perceive achievemeht situations similarly but react either
aggreEsively or actively, or with avoidance and withdrawal. Those indi-
viduals that reait actively and aggressively perceive the situations as
demanding and cha'llenging. To others the same situations might be perceived
as anxiety provoking, thus these individuals react with avoidance "and with-
drawal-. The main conclusion that l'lagnus'son and Ekehanrnar (1975) made f'rom
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their research was that there was noinecessary,general systematic relatlon―
ship between situation´perception data and situation reaction data which was
valid across individuals・and across situations of different charactere
The entire spectrum of 卜lagnussonis and Ekehali‖::aris work suggests some
interesting research into the area of sport.  If the psychological、signif―
icance of a situation in fact dictates an individualis behavioral reaction
to that situation, then the knowledge of the significance that each athlete
gi`iles to a situation would be a valuable tool for coaches.  The coach would
be able to better understand the behavior of each athlete in certain specific
sltuations.                                                                ヽ
SurIIn聖
The status of personality research seems to be one of confuslone  Some
researchers accept the trait model, some the situational model, and still
others support the interactionist position. 氏Thご interactionist pOsition seems
・｀to be・the most logital・theory to adVoCate for personality investigation.
The interactional plradigm involves sitYa,lo, and person variables as
codeterminants of behavior without spocifying either as primary or subsi―
diaryo Many regearchers(Bowers,1973;Ekeharrllnar,1974;Endler,1973;
Fisher, 19773 Magnusson, 19743 Magnusson & Ekeharrunar, 1975; Sells, 1963)
support the premlse of interactionlsm and agree that the person x sltuation
paradlgm is a primary factor.in determining behaviore
.       According to the research, perception has many definitionso  AllpOrt
(1955)explained perception as an awareness, a meaning, or recognition of
objects or conditions around uso  Cappon (1971)disCussed perception as a
process or set of intervening variables(between observable stimull, sen―
sation, and patterns of behavlor.  Bowers (1973)and 卜li SChel (1969, 1973)
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had another way of discusSing perception. by declaring that perception
in,olved sense′experiences, conceptual thinking, influence, memory, imag‐
i nati Ori, and emotion that all can be attained through direct and observable
leざrning.  Berkowitz (1977), Endler and MagnussOn (1976b), and FOrgus (1976)
regarded perceptiOn as a superset of learning, memory, and thinking accom‐
panied by こue values that are elisitediby the situation and which directly affect
a behavibral‐response。  Obvlous to the researcher is the fact that ●1l the
definltions of perception presented in thiS revlew suggest that a cognltive
prOcess does take placo when perceiving.
Experience and learning have been discussed as playing an important
role in the perception of situations.  Also mentiohed is how expe‐rience
and learning not only affect the perceptual process but also intervδne as  、
an important determinant of behaviore  This experience and learning concept
also affects how a perSon might perceive a situatione  A150 in the area
oT experience, mediating variables have^been discussed regarding｀their
influence in interpreting situatilns according to specific cues.  Possi bly,
the individual will only perqeive thOSe aspects or cues of a situation that    
・
are associatedi witム past learning or experienceo  Ho■ever, the more exper―
ienced an individual is in a specific area, the more efficient the person
will be in perceiving a situation and, in turn, will react more efficiently
to the.cues of the sitiatiOn″.卜~
Pёrcepti on‐has also been regarded as' a process of Organi2atiOn and
CatedOrizing・of infbrmaition witぃin ｀a persOnis brain.  The individual is.
placed in.a situation, perceives the stimulus, and theh organizes this
stihuli into Categories for future reference or recall.  Certainly, in
order for a.person itO be able to perceive and categoriZe, a situation must
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be present.
The final subsection of this review involved the discussion of person-
situation analysis. The study of situations and their psychological char-
acteristics has been advocated for many years by many researchers. Lewin
(tgss), l'lagnusson (1971), llurray (1938), and Sells (tg6s) are but a few.
The need for the dimensional analysis of situations and hovr these situatioris
are re]ated to by individuals was a'lso stressed. Kantor (L924), Koffka (1935),
and l4urray (1938) discussed a situation as having two properties, an
"objective" aspect and a "subjective" aspect. It iS the Subiective world
of the individua'l's perceptions and constructions of the situation that is
of primary importance. llurray (1938) referred to a situation as being a
"press. "
Regarding percept'ion and psychological meaning that a situation might
have to an individual , Ekehamrnar (1974), Fisher (1977 ), and l'lagnusson and
Ekehammar (1975) supported the premibe that it is the meaning or siqnificance
which the individual gives to the situation that is the maior determinant
of behavioi. Magnusson (1971 , lg74\ and Magnusson and Ekehanmar (1973' 1975)
researched the area.of situational dimensions by using perception. Subiects
had to perceive or judge how sinrilar certain paired situations were to one
another. The investigation exposed an empirica1 method that would enable
the researcher to beiter understand the dimensionality of situations as viewed
by individuals.
All of the research reviewed could have a definite impact on sport
research. If sport psychologists or coaches could understand the cognitions
of athletes in certain situations, then possibly the behaviors of these
athl etes coirl d be predi cted.
Chapter 3
I,IETHODS AND PROCEDURES
This chapter outlines the design and methodology employed in thiS
. investigation. l,lore specifically, this chanter deals vrith: (a) selection
of subjects, (b) testing instruments, (c) methods of data.col'lecticin, 
-
(d) scor.ing of data, (e) treatrnent of data, and (f ) sunrnary.
Selection of Subiects
The subjects involved in this investiqation ([ = SO) rvere.mem'bets of
either tlre Ithaca College football or lacrobse teams during the spiing
sernester of L978. These tvro athletic teams urere chosen due to their avail-
ability. The subjects were a'll male varsity and iunior varsity athietes
ranging in age from 18 to 22 Years
Subjects for the investigation consented voluntarily to take part in the
studj,. Each subject uras required to sign an infonned consent form.(see
Appendix B) prior to taking the inventories. Both head coaches of each.
sport granted permission to the investigator enabling the testin0 of the
p'layers to proceed. All sub,jects had to have had at least 5 years playing
experience in either football'or lacrosse to be eligible for the investi-
gati on
Testing Instruments
" The reaction invbhtory uied in this investigation, the "Inventory of
attitudes'towards sports situations,'i'was based on the construction of the
S-R inventory by Burton (1977). As Burton explained, the situations were
intuitive'ty formul ated r,rith the aid of coaches and athletes. Burton's 15
situations urere subjected to a prlncipal components analysis yielding 2 fac-
tors (eigenvalues > 1). Those situhtions i'llustrating the highest factor
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loadings in each factor rvere -chosen. Eight situations were selected from
Burton's 15 making up the inventory utilized in this investigation.
The eight situations v,ere comprised of four directed'hostile situations
and four nondirected hostile situations. The order in which the situations
vlere presented vlas randomized. Each situation tras accompanied by 11
response modes that r.lere a'lso taken from Burton's research. Each response
consisted of a Likert scale that required the individual to indicate what
type of personal feel ings or physiological redctions are e'licited by the
situation. The ratings were declared ih a 5-step scale from 1 (not at all)
to 5 (very much). Each subject's rating depended on the person's individual
frame of reference or perception of tlre situation (Burton , L977).
The inventory was designed so that each situation was presented at the
top of the page and'enclosed in a box. All 11 response modes were listed
dire'ctly below the situation'(s-ee Appendix c). 0n the preceding pages of
the inventory explicit directions wene present for the subiect to review.
The perception approach or simi'larity of sport situations inventory was
constructed directly from l{agnusson and Ekehammar (1975). The inventory
was comprised of 28 paired situations (Appendix D). The situations uti'l-
ized in this approach vrere identical to the situations used in the reaction
model. The subjects were instructed to rate the degree of similarity of
each pair of situations. The rating scale was similar to the reaction
response modes in that a S-step Likert scale system was used ranging from'A
(not at all s.imilar) to E (identical). The order of the presentation of
t5e pairs of situations was randomizea.' The design of the inventory included
five pairs of situations on each page tota'l1ing 28 pairs on six pages'
This inventory also included explicit directions for the subiects to revieut
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prior to beginning the inventory.
‖ethods of Data Collection
The coaches of each team uti]ized in the investigatiOn were contacted
through personal interviewo  At each meeting the purposes of the investi―
gation we「e loutlined in order that the cOaches~would have a complete under‐
standing as tO what treatment the athletes were to experienceo  Permission
was.obtained from both football and lacrosse coachёs and subject lection
begano  Meetings with both team groups were arranged tO explain the purpOses
underlying the study and the requirements expected of each subjecto  Each
athlete who agreed to become a participant het with the in,estigator und
signed an lnformed consent formo  At this meeting a schedule of times was
presented to the subject for selectlon of a testing date and time.  Tliree
dates were・p sented with all testi百g beglnning at 7:30 p.m。.  Each subject
selected a datb and reported to the testing area at that time.
At each iesting time half Of the subjects were presented with the
attitudes inventory (reacti on)and the remaining half received the simllarity
inventory (percepti on)。  Af er the presentation of the inventories the subjects
were given a pencil (響2)a d a Set of two compu‐ter answOl cards each for the
similarity inVenlory and the attitudes inventory.  The subjects were asked to
fill in their lthaca collegeistごdent identification ttumber on the computer card.
丁his procedure enabled the researcher to match the two inventory scOres.
5・
  Following rthё presentation of thei data`collection inventories, the
investioatOr read the inStructiOils to the subjects and asked for further
questions.  The investigator stressed that all responses should be made
by the indivlduals without outsibe influence.  If questions were to be
asked, they should be directed to the examinere  After c6mpleting the initial
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inventory, the subjects were given a'30-minute break and vrere a'llowed td
leave the testing area. Inrmediately follor'ring. the break a'll subjects vrere
presented w'ith the remaining inventory. For each inventory the subiects
had an unlimited time period to fi'll out their computer cards.
Scoring of Data
Each of the situations reQuired 1l responses to be made by-the subject.
In the reaction approach or attitudes inventory, one response was chosen
out of a set of five possible responses. The simi'larity inventory required
one response according to the subject's perception of each pair of situations.
The responses were made on markread computer cards. Tlre data obtained
on the computer cards vrere read by a computer creating a file for further
analysis. The filed data vrere then used for further statistical analysis
needed to provide information to test the hypotheses.
Treatment of Data
In the reaction approach the data were collapsed across reaction or
response scales. A mai,rix of grand means was formu'lated having one col-
lapsed mean for each subject across all responses for each individua'l
situation (i.e., eight mean scores). To obtain a correlation matrix and a
factor matrix, the mean scores vrere submitted to principal components
analysis (Bl4D 72X). The analysis included the creation of a correlation
matrix and orthogonal rotation of the created factor matrix to simple struc-
ture according to the varimax solution.
In order for a dimensional analysis to take place, each subiect's
simi'larity ratings (perception) were transformed into a scale ranging from
0 (no similarity at al'l) to 1 (identical) by dividing by four (Magnusson,
1971). Estimates of mean scores of sir:rilarity of situations by subjects
ヽ
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were formulated from the transfiuted sca'le and a simi'larity matrix was
created. The similarity matrix was treated as a correlation matrix and th6n
subjected to the same principai components analysis utilized in the reaction
approach
The fina'l phase of the treatment of the data involved'the estimation
of the degree of congruence among the situational factors produced by-the
perception and reaction data. This procedure was accomplished by designating
the perception data as the target matrix and the reaction data as the
rotated matrix, and then subjectirig this information to an orthogonal
rotation to congruence (Cliff, 1966). After rotation, coefficients of
congruence were created
Included in the final phase of the treatment of data l'ias the perception-
reaction congruence f,or each situation. This procedure involved the
perception similarity matrix and the reaction correlation matrix in which
row values of each matrix were correlated to establish indicators of the
similarity of perceptions and reactions for each situation.
The consistency of the data was determined by test-retest coefficiehts
terived .from'four subjects completing the t9lo inventories approximate'ly 5
weeks, after the initial testing date.
Sum'rary
The fundamental structure-of this investigation was based on the study
by,Ilagnusson and Ekehainmar in 1975. The intention was to contruct.a pair
of inventories that involved perception of and reactions to athletic situ-
ations and use them to collect information from an athletic sample.
Hembers of the varsity and junior varsity footbal'l and lacrosse'teams
f rom Ithaca co]'lege served as subiects (t',l. = 50) in the investigation.
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Statist1ca] analyses of the data were e*ercised to acquire tnforrnation
I
regarding the testing of the hypotheses. Plincipal components analysis
(Bt,lD 72X) was used to create correlation mai,rices and factor matrices frcxn
perception and reaction data. The perceptiin autu were transformed in order
I
to prepare the data for further computationl Fina'l1y, a congruence ana'lysis
I
was utilized to compare the agreement betvleen the two sets of data. In
order to illustrate consistency of the data'a retest with se]ected subiects
was administered 5 weeks after the initial testing date.
Chapter 4   1
AllALYSIS OF DATA
The rbsults of this sttidy are presented'iin this chapter. The.-specific
areas sf this invest'igation are as'follows: [(a) analysis of e'ight hostile
evoking situations, (b) reaction correlationlcoefficients and mean similarity
estimateS among situations,(c)magnitude oflhOStility respOnSes,(d)reac―
|
tion・and perception matrices,(e)analysis、oヤithe rOtation of hostility
reactJrirn matrix to the hosti f ity perception matrix, (f ) perception-reaction
congruence of single situations, and (g ) surrrnary.
I
Analysis of Eight Hostile Evoking Situations
|  ._  _     _  __
The eight‐hOstile situations utilized iハ this inv stigation were derived
from Burton's (1977) origina'l 15 situations.l These 15 situations vrere sub-
jected to a principal.components analysis anl yie'lded two factors. Those
I
situations yielding the highest loadings on each factor were chosen for the
current study. Factor 1 was designateO as O!rected Hostility and Factor 2
I
was termed Nondirected Hoi;ti'lity. The results of this ana'lysis are presented
in Table 1. Factor loadings on Factor I vrere as high"as .86 for Situation 1
and as low as .70 for S'ituation 6. The highest'loading for Factor 2 was
..81 ior-Situation 14 and the lovrest loading gi.68 for Situation 12. The{-')rl
fina]:eight situation's of Burton's 15 are prbsented in Tab'le 2.
'l
Corre'lation Coeffi cients and llean Simi larity
EstiinatEs A,rnong Situltions
I
The reaction data were subjected to Pearson product-m6ment correlation
I
in order to derive an intercorrelation matrij( of situations across subiects
t"(Table 3). Situations 2.and 4 revealed the highest coefficient of.75 whi'le
Situations 4 and 6, and 5 and 7 al'l showed the lovlest coefficient-of .13.
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Table
Situational Factors Based
Rotated to SimPle
I
on thb S-R Approach
Struicture
I
I
Situati on
Di rected
Hosti I i ty
Nondi rected
Hosti I i ty
Player throws a Punch at You, You
retaliate and are Penalized
Easily fake past opponent--pu'lled down
Hi t har:d , other' s mi stake
Start of game--knocked to ground I
No officials――opportunity to retaliaせe
Play being hampered
Bench--teanmate smashed to ground
Served on varsitY--rePort to J.V.
Letterman--chal lenged by freshman
0pposing team arrives late
Unfair decision by official
Audience razzing
0rdered to hit
Get "psyched"
Ahead and attacking
?.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
.86
.81
.7L
.70
.67
.70
.64
.63
.61
.60
.58
.44
.31
.29
.t?
.15
.19
.24
.46
.45
.48
.41
.?3
.3?
.38
.57
.68
.69
.81
.74
Note.  Highest loadings are underscored.
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Table 2 ・
Situations Grouped According to A Priori Classification `
|
1・
  ::|liliall:::sil:li 
°n a dOfensive playland yOu are hit hard」upon re…
|
Di rected Hostility
3. Your play is being cramped by an opponeilt who has been assigned spec-
ifical]y to keep you out of p]ay.
6. A player throws a purich at you and you r;etaliate; the officia'l sees the
I
action but only penalizes You. I
I
,t-8. You easily fake past your opponent and lie pulls you down from'.behind in
I
a desperate attempt to stop you from scoring.
|
|
Nondirected Hostility
12. At the onset of the game, the cdach tel'ls you to go out there and hit
anything and everything that moves. I
'' 4. Your tearmate t6'lls you to get "psyched'i and be aggressive.
5. You are up.by a few goals and are constantly on the attack to a much
weaker team.
7. Throughout the game a ntr-mber of spectators have constantly been making
fun of you.
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two situations are not as discrete in meaning as anticipated.
The mean simi'larity estimates shown'in Table 3 were derived by subjecting
the perception data to a multidimensiona'l schl ing technique (l'lagnrisson,
L97L). After transformation of the subjects' original perceptions to a
scale ranging from 0 to 1 and treated as.orl.1ation coefficients, the data'
i
were subjected to Pearson product-moment cori^elation. The resu'lting coef-
I
fieients are presented in Tab'le 3. The cbefhicient of similarity between
I
Situations 2 and 3 (.84) was the highest. Sltuations 5 and 6 revea'led
I
moderate similarity with a coefficient of .68. The lowest coefficient was
.'l
.19 betureen Situations 3 and 7, and 4 and B.l Upon review of the nnean
I
similarity estitnates in Tab'le 3, it would ap'pear the magnitude of the pre-
sented corre'lations indicate a moderate degrLe of conrnonality among situations.
i
This moderate comrnonality among situations m'ay be due to.the sma'll number 6f
situations utilized in this investigation
Magnitude of Hosti'tity Responses
The magnitude of the ath'letes' hostility responses for all eight sport
situations is revealed in Table 4. Situatiolns 3 (play being hampered) and
I
6 (p'layer throws a punch at you, you retallajte) elicited the highest responses;
Situations 4 (get psyched) and 5 (ahead and lattackinS) elicited the lowest
thosti'lity responses. Across a'll situations ithe mean hostility response for
I
a'l'f athletes was 2.75, a score that could bel classified as slightly hosti'le
I
on a S-point scale. ]
Reaction and Perception Mdtrices I'latch
I
The reaction correlation matrix and the lmean similari',"y estinates shown
in Table 3 were subjectbd to principal components analysis with orthogonal
‐=   ‐    ~● ~■~‐‐  l
|
|
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Table 3
l
Mean Similarity Estimates and-Rea'ction Correlation
I
tCoefficients Among Situations
Situation 8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
30
63
23
39
55
37
58
54
41
45
25
56
33
47
28
68
33
25
19
40
51
58
40
31
32
19
59
59
36
20
?
‐
?
‐
?
?‐‐
‐‐
‐
「
?
‐‐
?
?
?
‐
?
，
‐
‐
‐
?????
?
?
．?
?
??
?
?
??
30
75
51
31
32
47
28
28
59
51
69
?
???
???
??
?
???
????
???
54
Note.  Decimビl points Omitted.  Ilean sirilarity estimates are above the
diagonal and reaction correlation coeffic4ients are be10w the diagonal.
1        2        3
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Table 4 I
I
l4eans and Standard Deviations of Eijfrt Hostility Situations
I
I
??
?
?
?Situati on
2.56
2.54
3。03
2.48
2.06
3.63
2.78
2.92
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
。73・
。56
.71
.66
.86
.77
.80
。72
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rotation to simple structure using the varimax
eigenValue criterion (> 1) yieltded two tacto[s
i
the total variance in the reaction data and 65%
results of this procedure are shown in Table15.
Upon reviewing the reaction matrii, on'ly
"load according to the expectations of the a friori
Hbwever, in the perception matrix, Situation! 3, 5,
according to the a priori grouping.
Analysi■of the ROtation of Holtility Reaction
Matrix to the Hostility Percとption ilatrix
This analysis involved the rotation of a data matrix orthogonally to a
specified target matrix.  The procedure utilized in this investigation was
developed by Cliff (1966).  The COngruence between athletes: perceptions
(target matrix)and reactions (data matrix)中aS revealed by Case II of
Cliffis (1966)factOr match pr。ごedu e.  As wtts discussed earlier, the reac―
´                                                                        |   .
tion data were regarded as the dependent variable.  TherefOre, it vras
epprOpナiごte to rotatelthe reaction data to tle perception data.
The‐Tactor majch congruent'analysis plott the reaction and perception
|
:ll:il!:::Sbili iiC:v:l:liti:ldilsia:|.ll:tiliti ::::|:te llit:lali:lie::S:f
fi t.  The results of the factor matrix rotat,on are presented in Figure l.
The overal1 9oodness of fit between the two matrices was .46, with -1。0
being the worSt and l.O the best fit.  丁he・factor ma ch reVealed a coefficient
of .45 on Factor l (Directed HoStility)and .22 on Factor 2 (Nondi rected
Hostility).  The distance between the arrowS in Figure l lllustrates the
procedure. The results of the
which accounted for 69% of
in th  percepti n dat'a. The
Situation 7 failed to
grouping (see Tabl e 2) .
and 7 failed to load
degree of 9oodness of fit between situationsl in each matrix.  HypotheSis l,
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Table 5
Perception and ReactiOn
|
|
Facぜor Ma rlces
|
|
Perception Factor l4atrix Reaction Factor Matrix
Di rected
Hosti 1 i ty
Nondi rected
Hostility
Di rected
Hostility
Nondi rected
Hostility
。73
.14
.20
.24
.79
.84.
.69
。72
.08
。94
.90
.54
.31
.27
.15
。19
。74
.23
.83
.08
.23
.85
.71
。81
.21
.87
.17
.90
.72
。08
.13
.33
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Note.  Highest loadings for each situalion are urderscored.
Situationl
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| 
_.5
P3
7
I'o
of hostility reaction mltrix tO
R4
Rotati on
matri x.
Figure 1. hosti'l 'ity percepti on
\pa
\,,, ,,,
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that there will be a definite positive relatlonShip between situation per―
ception data and situation reaction data, "al at this point rejected.
Perception「reactlon Congruence lf single Situations
One index for the agreement of each siluatiOnis position in the perception
and reaction space is presented in Tab'le 6. I For perceptions of and reactions
to all situations, the product―moment c rrelation coefficients were moderate
|
to I ow.
I
Situation 6 (punch--reta'liation) revealed tlre highest congruence with a
correlation of .54. Hovrever, Situation 2 (coach--be aggressive) resulted in
I
a very I ow corre'lati on (- .04 ) . Because the hi ghest corrE'l ati on of congruence
was only.54, Hypothesis 2, that'there will be a positive relationship between
single situations: of situation perception dala and situation reaction data,
i
wds at this time reiected.
Sunrnary
As a resu'lt of data analysis, the hypothesis that there wi'll be a
definite positive re'lationship between situation perception data and situation
reaction dita was reiected.
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Table 6
Perception-reaction Congruence of SingIe Situations
Situation
Similarity matrix
vs.
Correlation matrix
.39
-.04
-.50
.24
-.48
.54
-.13
.37
-
Chapter 5
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The emphasis of this chapter focuses upon a discussion of the findings
in chapter 4. The specific areas for discussion are as follows: (a) mag-
nitude''of hostility responses, (b) percbption-reaction hostility factors,
(c) overa'l'l perception-reaction congruence, (d) perception-reaction congruence
of single situations, and (e) sunmary.
I'lagni tude of Hosti I i ty Responses
The primary intention of this study was to investigate the relationsh'ip
between perceptions of and reactions to hosti'le-evoking sport situations in
an attempt to explain how athletes display certain behaviors in specific
situations. To be able' to interprdt and bi-scuss the perceptions and.reactions
that were presented in chapter 4, an understanding of the magnitude of the
athletes' responses must be described.
The magnitude of the athletes' hostility responses for the'entire 8
situations is presented in Table 4. Situations 3 (play being hampered) and
O (player punches you, Jou retaliate) elicited the highest responses,3.63
and 3.03 respectively. Both situations presented to the ath'letes some form
of aggressive physical contact which the ath'letes reacted to in a moderately
hostile manner. An interpretation of the simi'lar responses is that'the
ath:tetes were receiving specific hosti'le cues which evoked specific hosti 1e
responses across all subjects. Fisher (1977) and l'lagnusson and Endler (tOll1
spoke of easi1y identifiable cues which e'licited subsequent reactions in the
area of ego threat. Due to specific cues perceived in the ego threatening
situation certain individuals wi'll behave with certain specific responses.
This concept can be related to the interpretation of the high responses'of
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Situations 3-and 6. The cue va]ues of these situations elicited the same
Specific reactions of the.athletes.
Percepti on-reacti qn l-losti I i ty Factors
After subjecting the reaction correlation matrix (from the S-R inventory)
an.d mean similarity estimates (Table 4) to principal component analyses, two
factors were derived for each of the perception and reaction"data (Table 5).
Upon, revieuling the data presented in Table 5, it is obvious'that Situ-
at'ions 3,5, and 7 i'llustrate some degree or degrees of inconsistency. It
was hypothesized that the athletes' reactions would shoW a reasonable degree
of congruence with their perceptions. Situation 3 (play being hampered) was
loaded on Factor 2 (tlondirected Hostility) ln the per-ception natrix,.but
was loaded on Factor 1(Directed Hostility) in the reaction matrix.;
.Possi6]y, Situation 3 has been perceived by the athletds as being "part
of the gamie" when competing against another opponent. However, when reacted
to by'the athletes, the athletes may experience frustration or a'sense of
persona'l threat upon the performance due to, the aggressive behavior of the
ra
'opponent. tneiOfore, the athletes' perceptiohs riray be controil'led due to
-'the knodledge of thd game or the knowledgt,of'the performance that is n.eeded
to'succeed in that contest. This.knowledge or leaihing has been accumulated
and stored in the athletes'memories from past experiences of fai'lures ahd
successes. Powers (1973) referred to perception anil behavior by uti'lizing
past experiences as reference conditions to be searched in order for a
person to create a response that is best fitting to the situations. Possibly,
the ath'letes are utilizing Powers' explanation of perception. Even though
the athletes have perceived Situation 3 as being nondirected or "part of
the game,"'the athletes reacted to Situation 3 as.being art influence on
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the overall success in that situation due to their reference condition.
Thus, behaviors such as frustration and extreme hostility toward.the op-
ponent are understandab'le. The athletes are striving to succeed and are
personally threatened by the opponent. Therefore, even though it is under-
stood that Situation 3 is "part of the game," this does not negate sonie
subsequent hostile reaction when the athlete is threatened.
An inconsistency of perception arrd reaction was a'lso evident with
Situation 5 (ahead and attacking). The athletes have perceived Situation 5
as being a direct hosti'le-evoking situation. However, their reactions Ioaded
on Factor 2 (Nondirected Hostility). A consideration to take into account
'regarding the perceptions of Situation 5 might be "coach conditioning" or
"sport conditioning." Generally, coaches teach athletes to strive constant'ly
for excellence and to try to establish a dominance over the opponent. A
technique used in athletics to establish a dominance or intimidation is to
constantly be on the attack regardless of the opponent's ability. Most
athletes wou'!d regard this behavior as being overtly aggressive and hostile.
However, sport and coaches have taught athletes intimidation, dominance, and
to always strive for excellence. Therefore, the loading of Situation 5.on
Factor 1 (Directed Hostility) is illustrating the athletes' cognitions or
thoughts regarding Situation 5. The athletes, regardless of "conditioning,"
have perceived Situation 5 as being personally or directly hostile, thus the
high loading on Factor 1. The reversa'l of Situation 5 to load on the reaction
Factor 2 (Nondirected Hostility) appears to represent a clear example of coach
and sport conditioning. Regardless of the athletes' perceptions or cognitions
of Situation 5, sport and coach conditioning have molded the athletes into
reacting in a sport acceptable fashion--to continuously attack and dominate
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. 
an opponent
It was exp'lained earlier that perception is a cognitive process of
assimilating cues from the environment, prbcessing these cues in the brain
based on past experiences, and then using the derived perception to influejnce
behavior (Mischel, 1973). Sport situation peiception.-does involve a cog-
nitive process of assimi'lating cues frorn the environment which ar6! specific
- 
eJrough to elicit similar perceptions. Holvever, the processing of these'cuels
by the athletes based on past experiences may be controlled by coach and
sport conditioning, thus influencing behaviors that are conducive to sport
success. This explanation provides an understanding for'the inconsistency
of Situation 5 from perception to reaction.
Situation 7 (audience razzing) presented some interdsting results for
interpretation. Situation 7 loaded on Factor 1 (Directed Hostility)'contrary
to the a priori classification. The athletes in this invdstigation categorized
Situation'7 as bding a dirett hostile-evoking situation. A number of con-
- side?'ations caii be applied to.these resu'tts. Situation 7 directly singles
out the aln'lete by.the spectatorr and'displays the participant for social
evaluation. Apparently, this social evaluation is uncomfortable for the
athletes and creates certain Ievels of hostility. The athletes perceived
this situation as being personally threatening and, therefore, react as.
if the razzing is intended to persecute the'pdrsona'lity. In'the athlete's
' mind the spectators are attacking the ego thus trying to inhibit performance.
Another interpretation of the results of Situation 7 might'b'e in the area of
ego threat. l4agnusson and Ekehanmar (1975) found that the situation pdr-
ception factor of ego threat cou'ld be relabel'led "demands of achievement."
To some individuals demands of achievement might be cha'llenging, but to
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others anxiety provoking. According to Magnusson and Ekehammar, the'first
type of individual would seek achievement deinanding situations and react
actively and aggressively. 0n the other hand, the second type of individual
would react with avoidance and withdrawa:|. Individuals may'perceive a sit-
uation similarly, however, their reaction to the same'situation may differ.
Analyzing Situation 7 and applying llagnusson's and Ekehanuiar's exp)anatibn,
it is clear that the ath'letes in this investigation reacted very similarly
in their perceptions and reactions to the personal'ly threatening situations.
tHo$rever, th-e degree of similarity is difficult to interpret generally across
subjects
Ovdra'l I Percepti on-reacti on'-Congruence
Exbectations were that tlre sport situations vrould be distributed .on
factors the same for perception and reaction data. Generally, this premise
was not supported by the overa'll coefficients of congruence (.46). The
Nondirected Hostility and Directed Hostility factors revealed correlations of
.?2 and.45, respective1y, between the perception and reaction matrices.
These correlations provided little support for the interactional paradigm
that the athletes' perceptions have direct inf'luences on their responses.
Again the questions of "coach=conditioning" and "sport conditioning"
must be addressed regarding hosti'lIty. Possib1y, a better term for condi-
tioning might be constraint. l,le know that one of'the postulates of the
interactional paradigm emphasizes that the meaning of the situation for the
individual is the most inrportant deiermining factor (End'ler & l'lagnusson, 1976).
Due to the reported results of"only fair congruence and regardless of the
psychological meaning of each situatioh to the athletes, some outside inter-
vening variable caused the athletes to ieact inconsistently with their
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perceptionso  Possi bly, this variable is Coachesi cOnstraint or spOrt con―
straint influencing the athletes throughout their athletic lives.  Another
cOnsideration to be recognized is the challbnge that these coefficients
pおesent tO the interactional paradigm of psyChological meaning being a direct
detennlnant of behavlor.
Another lnterpretatiOn of the ]nconslstency of the perception…reacti on
congruence is the spatial representatlon (Fi g。 1)of the eight situations´
on thetfdctors of Directed Hostility and Nondirected Hostilityo  lt can be
observed that certaln sltuations show some degree of congruenceo  Situations
2, 4, 69 and‐7 11lustrate some degree of congruence.  However, their con―
gruence was nOt great enOugh to influence the overall coefficiento  lt is
unclear why these situations have such low coefficients of congruonce as
single situations in the peFceptlon―reaction comparison (Table 6).
_        Perception―eac  Congruence of Single Situations_
The second maJor hypothesis of this l,vestigatiOn was that there would be
l・
pOSitiVe relhtio,ship ibetweenisinglё s tt ations8 of perception data and
reaction data.  Upon reviewing Table 6 the results do not endorse this hypo‐
thesis:  :             l
Product_moment correlation coefficients are p"esented in chapter 4
(Table 6)for baCh Situation, perception versus reactiono  A great diversity
of coefficients is evident in Table 6.  Situation 6 showed the greatest
degree of congruence among the eight situations with a coefficieゴ■ of .54.
A coefficient of 。54 1s not entirёly convincing but can be accepted as
moderate congruence.  This moderate coefficient being the highest coefficiOnt
is an indication of the incompatibilities of the athletesi reactions with
their perceptions.  Situation 6 is obvlously a personally threatening
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.experience and the athletes perceived this. However, Situation 6 does not
only create one level of hostility (physically threatened) but heightens
the hostility 'level by adding an e'lement of frustration (official only
penalizes you). It would appear that the athletes have recognized similar
cues in Situation 6 such as frustration and being physically threatened and
have demonStrated similar reactions, thus the coefficient of.54'is under-
standab'le.
Some interesting coefficients of congruence are evident with Situations
3 (play being hampered) and 5 (ahead and attacking). Both situations i'llus-
trate negative coefficients with Situation 3 being -.50 and Situation 5
being -.48. Wliat are these negative coefficients indicating? Situations 3
and 5 have degrees of oppositional or reciprocal perceptions and reactions.
In other words, the athletes have perceived Situation 3 as being direct'ly
hosti'le-evoking. Horever, these same individuals reacted in a low key or
nonhostile behavior while other athletes may have perceived Situation 3
very lour in hostility evoking and very,hostile evoking in reaction behavior.
Judging from the resulting coefficient in Situation 5, the athletes'per-
ceptions and reactions were made using the same oppositional evaluations
uti'lized with Situation 3. These reciprocal perceptions and reactions may
be due to various controls, or'learned behaviors the athletes have experienced
in the past. Crow and Hanrnond (1957) stated that perception of situations
and reactions to these same situations depend upon the amount of knov,rledge
the person "brings to the situation. " l^lhen considering Crow and Hanmond's
assertion, a qudstion needs to be addressed regarding know'ledge. Would
knowledge that is brought to the situation iric'lude variables such as'lcoach
control', and "sport control" that the athletes have experienced in the past?
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Poisi bly, an explanation of the rёcipr cal coefficients has to do viith the
knowledge each athlete has brought tb Situations 3 and 5。  Some athle es
have gained knowledge as to what behavlor is desired in specific situations
regardless of their perceptiOns due tO past experiences with ::coach control。::
On the other hand, some athletes have not been exposed to a rigid coach
controlled environment and, therefore, do not possess the knowledge of appro‐
priate behavlors for certain sport situations.  Therefore, with the previous
concept in mind, the knOwledge Of past experiences in relation to coach and
sport control can influence behavior regardless of the athletesi perce,ti onS.
Thus, the reciprocal coefficients of“athletes perceiving and rёacting directly
oppOsite to other athletOsi perceptions and reactions are conceivable。
The two lowest coefficients of congruence were revealed in Situations 2
(ordered to hit)and 7 (audience razzing).  situation 7 yielded a coefficient
lT l.13 with‐Situation 2 yielding a coefficient of ‐。04.  According tO the a
priori classificationl SituatiOns 2 and 7 were considered to be rdlated to
Factor 2 (Nohdirtcted Hostility).  Situation 2 did.load on Factor 2
(Table 5).  HoweVer, Situation 7 1oaded on Factor l (Directed Hostility)in
both perception and reactiono  Situation 2 presents an interesting perceptual
evaluation by the athleteso  What meaning or cue does the athlete utilize in
deciding how to behave to a directiOn such as ilhit everything that・moves?::
Some athletes may have perceived this situation as meaning to be extremely
aggressive all over the field, attacking anything regardless of the rules.
Therefore, these athletes reacted in a tremendOusly hostile manrier, thus,.
literally carrying out the wishes of the coach.  On the other hand, some of
the athletes may have categOrized the coachis statement with past experiences
and then reacted within their own behavioral guidelines, which are acceptable
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in that sport. In other words, the athletes rated and compared the coach's
statement to past'experiences and then based their behavior according to the
sport guidelines. These behaviora'l guidelines may be extremely hostile
behaviors, but.due to past experience the ath'letes attenuated or reduced in
hostility the degrees of their responses. The hostile behaviors wou'ld'have
to be attenuated in order for the ath'lete to perfonfr within the ru'les of the
game. Upon consideration of these two interpretations of Situation 2' the
low coefficient of -.04 is understandab'le.
Situation 7 (audience razzing) a'lso i llfrstrated a 'low coefficient of
congruence (r = -.13). In order to understand the weak congruence of Situation
7 an'understanding of how ath'let'es perform vrhile being soctally evaluated is
needed. Some athletes perceive a situation Iike Situation 7 as being ego
threatening. The spectators are threatening the athletes' ego which may be
personaliy demeaning to sorne. This perception of audience razzing may very
r^rell create high levels of hosti'lity within the ath'letes forcing"them to try
to out perform the opponent in order to sustain their self'esteem or Se1f-
image. Many times these high level hostile performances are detrimental to
athletes whereas, conversely, the performances may be enhhnced due to the
increased hosti:l iW levels.
Another consideration regarding Situation 7 is the athletes' nonreiog-
nition of audience rhzzing. Some athletes.may completdly block out the
audience during their performances. Therefore, this group of performers
would not illustrate effects of ego threat, or personal threat in their
efforts. A final consideration regarding interpretation of Situation 7
involves the athletes who perceived the situation as being very directly
hostility evoking, but perceived the audience as being ignorant, insensitive
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viewers who are trying to deter successful perfonilance.  In this case, the
athletes react in a very lollJ key, passive behavlor.  Thus, they do not dem―
onstrate to the audience that their razzing is effecting perforlnance because
tho audience does not represent a threat.  In turn, the athletes react with
very low hostile behavior.
There seems to be a number of interpretations Of how athletes might
perceive Situation ア.  I  is clear that many interpretations and reactions
were utilized by the athletes due to the low correlation of ‐.13.
Sumざ壁
One of the main purposes of this study was to investigate the relltion―
ship between perceptiOns of and reactions to hostile―evoking Sp rt・s・ituations
in an attempt to give insight into how athletes display certain behaviors
ln speclfic sltuations.  The perception―reaction match, or congruence
betWeen sport situation percepti,on anc Sport situat10n reaction, was .46.
ル                               `
 ｀ Another intehtiσn Of his study waS to investigate the relationship
betweeh singlb sitiations of'perception`data and reaction data.  Through
thёipいOCedure of principal comlonents alialysis with orthogOnal rotation tO
simple structure, Cliff3s (1966)orthOgOnal rOtation of a data matrix to
a specified target matrix, and finally a product―moment correlati n procedure,
it was shown that the athletes: reactions to hostile spoFt situations were
not entirely based upon the athletesi perceptions of the same situations.  It
was evident_that sOme outside intervening vari‐ables such as ::sport condi¨
tioning:: Or "coach cbnditioning:: had some influence on the athletesi rOactions
to the hostile situations regardless of theiい perception .
Chapter 6
SUMI'IARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Sunrnary
This thesis investigated the relationship between situation perception
data and situation reaction data of hostility in football and lacrosse. The
study explored athletes' perceptions of and reattions to hostility-eliciting
sport situations in an attempt to gain knovrledge into urhy athletes behave
as they do in specific situations. Two paper-and-pencil inventories, designed
to ascertain hostility-evoking aspects of the athletes' cognitive repertoires
that" influence perception of situatibns, were uti'lized to facilitate this
investigation.
Subjects (N = 50) were selected from two intercollegiate varsity and
junior varsity football and lacrosse teams attending Ithaca College during
the spring semester of 1978. Each athlete was adninistered two inventories:
inventory of attitudes towards sport situations and similarity of sport situ-
ations. Both inventories uti'lized eight idehtical hostility-evoking situations.
The eight hostile situations were based on the construction of the S-R inven-
tory by Burton (L977). Burton's 15 situations were subiected to a principal
components ana'lysi s yie'lding 2 factors. Those situations i'llustrating the
h,ighest factor loadings in each factor were chosen. Eight situations were
selected from Burton's 15. These situations were then categorized into two
factors, Directed and Nondirected Hosti'lity:
Upon analysis of the reaction data, a matrix of grand means was for-
mulated having one collapsed mean for each subiect across al'l responses for
each individual. The mean scores vlere then submitted to prinicpal components
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analysis (Bt,lD 72X). The analysis included the crbation of a correlation
matrix and orthogonal rotation of the created factor matrix to simple struc-
ture according to the varimax solution.
The perception data or similarity ratings were transformed into a scale
ranging from 0 (no similarity at all) to I (identica'l) by dividing by four
(Magnusson, 1971). Estimates of mean scores of similar.ity of situations by
subjects were formulated from the transmuted scale and a simi'larity matrjx t,,as
created. The simi'larity matrix was treated as a corre'lation matrix and then
subjected to the same principa'l components analysis uti'lized in the reaction
approach. Both the reaction correlation matrix and the mban simi'larity
estimates were subjected to principal components analyses which yielded two
factors for each of the perception and reaction data. Upon review of the
'iesults'of this analysis, some ob.vious degrees of inconsistency were evident
contrary to the a priori classification of the eight situations as being.either
directed or: nohdirett'ea hosiile situations. These inconsistencies were due-
to knowledge of the game and know'ledge of the performance needed for success
that the athletes cognized when perceivinq and reacting to the eight situ-
'ati ons.
The next analytic procedure utilized in this investigation was the
rotation of the hostility reaction matrix to the hostility perception riatrix.
The procedure used was developed by C]iff (1966). This analysis produced some
interesting inconsistencies of perception-reaction congruence. In addition
to knowledge of past experiences, another consideration regarding these
inconsistencies was "sport conditioningr' ,or "coach conditioning. " The ath'letes
perceived the situations according to their past experiences and knowledge of
the situations, howeve'r, there seemed to be some outside intervening variab1es
t-
.
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influencing the athletes' reactions to the situations. These intervening
variables may have been "sport conditioning" or "coach conditioning." Due
to the influence that this conditioning had on the athletes'reactions, the
overalJ perception-reaction congruence coefficient of .46 is understandable.
With the concept of "sport conditioning" or "coach conditioning" in mind,
the inconsistencies within the perception-reaction congruence of sin$le
situations analysis are comprehendable. The highest coefficient of perception-
r'eaitibn congruence of single sitilati'ons was .54. This coefficient t1,as con-
sidered to be accepted'as moderate congruence
Concl usi ons
After completing the res'earch the investigator feels iustified'in making
the fo'l I owing concl usi ons :
1. Hostile sport situations perceived as similar are not responded to
:
in a similar way.
?. Hostility reactions of some situations ane mor€ congruent with
perception than others.
3. There are "sport constraints" or "coach constraints" that will affect
perceptions and reactions.
Recormnendations for Further Study
After the completion of the study the researcher suggests the following
recornmendations for further study:
1. A replication of the study utilizing the II'IDSCAL analytic procedure.
2. Further studies in other sport areas using appropriate situational
scal es .
3. Further studies investigating the behaviors elicited by various
hostile sport situations.
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4. Further studies investigating the'reliability and validity of the '
measurement tools.
5. Further studies investigating the influences that "sport condi-
tioning" Or "coach conditioning" have on perceptions of and reactidns to
ath'leti c si tuati ons.
し  車          、
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF SITUATIONS P.EPRESENTED III THE S.R
II.IVENTORY OF HOSTILITY
1. Your team-mate fai'ls on a defensive play and you are hit hard upon
receiving possession.
2. 'At the onset of the game, the coach tel]s you to go out there and'hit
anything and everything that moves.
_3. You are on the bench and a teamlmember is brought crashing to the
surface from behihd.
4. Your team-mate tells you to get "psyched" and be aggressive.
5. An official makes what you consider to be an unfair decision.
6. You are up by a few goals and are constantly on the attack to.a much
weaker team.
7. A player throws a punch at you and you reta'liate; the official sees
the action but only pena'lizes you.
B. Your play is being cramped by an opponent rvho has been assigned speci-
fically to keep you out of the play.
9. Almost inrmediately after the game begins you are brought crashing to the'
ground, fair and square.
10. You easily fake past your opponent and he pu'lls you down from behind in
a desperate attempt to stop you. from scoring.
11. The opposing team emerges from their dressing room only after the officials
have given repeated warnings, while you have been out there waiting to
begin the contest.
LZ. After serving on the varsity team for the past few weeks, Jou are bluntly
told to report to J.V. practice frorn no$, on.
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13. Throughout the gamb a number of spectators have been constantly
making fun of you.
14. As a returning letterman you discover that your position on the team
is being challenged by a freshntan.
15. As there arr! no officials nearby you have the opportunity to retaliate
against a player trho has roirghed you up. He is in a vulnerabl:e position.
APPENDIX B
INFORMED CONSENT
llany times during ath'letic competition you encounter a hosti le s'ituation,
give some psychological meaning to the situation, and then react to this
event by exhibiting some behavibr. The study you are being asked to take
part in involves your perceptions and reactions,to eight, hostile-evoking
sport situations..
The study inc]udes twcj testing instriiments, a similarity of ,sport
a
situations questionnaire, and an inventory of attitudes towards the same
situations. You will be asked to respond to each questionnaire within a
2-hour time frame. Testing procedures involve the presentation of either
the similarity inventory or the attitudes questionnaire first. After
completing the initial inventory you wi'll be given a 30-minute rest period.
During this time you wil'l be free to leave the room or do whatever you
please as long as you do not distract other subiects within the testing
area. Inmediate'ly fol'lowing the 30-minute pause you will be presented the
remaining inventory.
Your responses wi 1'l be made on computer cards uslng a number 2 penci 1 .
You are only required to fill in your I.D. number on these cards. The number
will 'later be used for matching your perceptions and reactions. Follotling
are the instructions for each inventory. Review them and see if you ,havE
any further questions. If you do not have any questions and agree to be a
subject in this study please sign your name on the line below.
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APPENDIX C
INVENttORY OF ATTITUDES TOWARDS SPORT SITUAT10NS (sample)
S Oi・l A DEFENSIVE PLAY
AND YOU ARE HI† HパRD UPON RECEIVING
POSSESS10N
Card #1
1. Want to hit something or someone・not 2345very much1at all
2. Lose patience 1234
not at all
5
very much
3. Swear 1234
not at all
5
very much
4.  Grind teeth 1234
not at all
5
very much
5. Heart.beats faster
I
1234
not at all
5
very much
6. Want to yell 1234
not at all
5
very much
7. Frown L?
not at al'l
5
very much
34
8.  Feel lrritated 1
not at al I
2345
very much
9. Hands tremble 1
nOt at all
2345,
very much
10. -Become enraged 1234
not at all
5
very much
1
not at all
2345
very much11. Become tense
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APPENDIX D
SIMILARIttY OF SPORT SITUAT10NS (sample)
PLEASE RATE THE SIMILARITY OF THE FOLLOWING PAIRS OF SPORT SITUAT10NS: (A =
0 similarity; E = identical similarity)
Your tearrnate tells you to get "psyched" and be aggressive.
1.
You easily fake past your opponent and he pul'ls you down from behind in
a desperate attempt to stop you fran scoring.
Your teammate^fails on a defensive play and you are hit hard upon receiving
possessi on .
2.
You easily fake past you opponent and he pulls you doum from behind in
a desperate attempt to stop you fron scoring.
At the onset of the 90ffie, the coach tells you to go out there and hit
anything and everything that moves.
3.
A player throws a punch at you and you retaliate; the official sees the
action but only pena'lizes you.
At the onset of the 9ffie, the coach te'lls you to go out there and hit
anything and everything that moves.
4.
Your teanrnate fails on a defensive play and you are hit hard upon receiving
possessi on .
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APPENDIX E
INVEttTORY OF ATTITUDES ttOWARDS SPORT SITUATIONS
Plёase dO not mark this booklet in any way.  The answers to the ,tatet
ments in this inventory are to be recorded on the special answer cards provided.
print your name, date of_bi rth, and yolr school in the blanks provided
on the answer cards.  Use the special pencils provided.
PLEASE READ‐V RY CAREFULLY.
This inventory is a means of studying your
reactions to and attitudes to various types of situations. 0n the following
pages'a're.represehtetl'8 situations with which each of you as athletes will
like'ly be able to identify. For each of these situations, c-ertain very common
types-of personal reactions and feelings are listed. Indicate the a'lternative
on tlre answer calds, representing the five points'on the scales shown.in this
book'let, th-e degree to which you would shov these reactions and feelings.in
the situations indicated. P'lease ansu,er a'|1 questions. Leave no b]anks in
questions 1-44 on each card.
Here is an examp19:
AN OPPONENT INTENT10NALLY FALLS ANb A FOUL/PENALTY IS CALLED AGAINST YOU
Feel irritated            1 2 3 4 5
,lot at all Very much
‐If you feel very irritated in this situation, then daFken 5.  If you are
somewhat i rritaited, then darken 2, 3, or 4, depending on how muCh irritation.
If you do not feel irritated 旦主L a11_9 hen darken l.
THERE ARE NO RIGHTS OR WRONGS.  ANSWERS ARE NO REFLECT10N ON YOUR CHAR―
ACTER AND IザILL BE KEPT IN THE STRICTEST COliFIDENCE.  IT IS HOPED, WITH YOUR HELP,
THAT THIS STUDY I`l八Y HELP TO SOLVE SO卜lE‐OF THE UNANSWERED QUEST10NS IN SPORT.
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APPENDIX F
SiI,IILARITY OF SPORT SITUATIONS
P]ease do not mark this booklet in any way. The ratings to the sport
situations are to be recorded on the special answer cdrd provided.
Print your name, date of birth, and your school in the blanks.provided on
the answer card. Use the specia'l pencils provided.
PLEASE READ CAREiULLY.
This inventory contains 8 sport situations designed
to eiicit certain degrees of hostiliiy from athletes. Your task is to rate the
degree of similaFity of each pair of situations. There will be 28 paired
decisions for you to make. Indicate your similarity rating on the answer
card. Leave no blanks in questions 1-28 on the card.
Here is an exanlp'le:
You are on the bench and a team member is brought crashing to the surface
from behind.
An officia'l makes t'rhat you consider to'be an unfair decision.
Use the fol'lowing scale to describe your feelinss about the similarity of
each "pai r:
A - not at al'l similar
B - somewhat similar
C - rather similar
D - very simiiar
E - identica]
Darken A, B, C, D, or E depending of the degree of sirni'larity.
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